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Looking good and staying safe
When it comes to shooting protection, few have the pedigree of top
eyewear manufacturer Wiley X. Its presence at major international
trade shows always impresses as new products are unveiled.

B

orn on the battlefield in
1987, Wiley X Inc. began its
quest to become a world leader
in the research, development and
marketing of protective eyewear
and gloves for military, law
enforcement and civilian markets.
To this day, Wiley X remains
a standard-issue item with US
Armed Forces and elite Special
Forces units but its success
here quickly escalated when
commercial markets began to
understand the importance of
impact resistance when enjoying
sports such as hunting and
shooting, fishing, motorcycle
riding, hiking, biking and other
various outdoor endeavours.

SETTING THE BAR

Wiley X continues to set the
benchmark for safety, style
and utility in the premium
performance sunglasses category,
insisting that all of its premium
adult eyewear products meet
stringent ANSI Z87.1 High
Velocity and High Mass Impact
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safety standards (as well as
European EN.166 standards)
for true OSHA-grade vision
protection.
In addition, many models also
meet various Mil-Spec ballistic
military standards for both goggles
and spectacles. Today, this very
same ballistic technology worn
on the battlefield is available to
many civilian markets and the
2016 offerings from this premium
eyewear provider will continue to
maintain that profile.

ALL ON SHOW

Every year, in fact for the past 25
years, Wiley X has been attending

and exhibiting its products at
SHOT Show in the USA to
give industry insiders, accounts,
customers and professionals a
first-hand look at the latest lines
that put them at the top of the
eyewear game.
To say SHOT Show is
important to Wiley X is an
understatement, which was
proven last year (2015) when the
company exceeded its best prior
year in sales by more than two
times.
The Wiley X Europe team then
takes the road show on to the
huge IWA event in Nüremberg in
Germany each March, an equally

important venture each year.
Wiley X Europe’s European
vice-president and outdoor
director, Thomas Wæver, said: “Of
course SHOT Show, coming at
the start of the year, is a key event
for Wiley X to attend and it is
the first place where international
buyers can see our latest product
lines.
“But IWA is by far the most
important show for the European
part of the business. Each year
we welcome a great many buyers
from across the continent, all keen
to see what we have developed.
“They know, too, that Wiley
X is the only premium producer
of hunting and shooting eyewear
whose entire line exceeds military
ballistic tests – the hardest
eyewear tests in the world.”

WORKING TOGETHER

This year will be just as exciting
for Wiley X, coming off the
success of 2015 and not only
introducing exciting models to
its own line but also unveiling
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its partnership with Remington
Arms Company.
Remington, one of the
nation’s oldest and the only US
manufacturer of both firearms and
ammunition products, specifically
reached out to Wiley X to design
a line of shooting/hunting safety
eye and hearing protection that
incorporated the brand’s proven
materials and technologies.
The goal was to co-operatively
design a line of products for
adults, women and young people
that far exceeded anything it
offered before, to its millions of
brand-loyal customers and fans.
Wiley X’s US director of
outdoor sales, Ray Hill, explained:
Wiley X USA
T: +1 800 776 7842 | W: www.wileyx.com

“It’s really the ‘better to best’
approach as to the synergy
between the two offerings that
just made sense.
“Consumers will now have
the opportunity to have a highquality pair of shooting/hunting
eye protection and/or hearing
protection (hearing protection
available in the USA only)
branded with two iconic names in
the industry, Remington and WX,
that includes great design and key
features at an affordable price.
“The collaboration and
partnership between Remington
and Wiley X has been a pleasure.
Both companies are working very
cohesively to ensure that the best

possible product line would be
introduced to the public.”

STAYING AT THE TOP

Wiley X, of course, is the only
premium adult sunglasses provider
whose entire tactical/ hunting/
shooting line of eyewear meets
or exceeds the most demanding
impact tests in the world – military
ballistic impact standard MILPRF-32432 (GL).
To underline its strong
reputation, you only need to look at
two of the Wiley X models set to
be introduced in 2016 – the WX
Rogue and WX Valor – the latter
available in a Realtree XTRApatterned frame.

Both models are said to offer the
same level of ballistic protection
that Wiley X is known for, with
the WX Rogue including an
adjustable, wire core rubberised
nose bridge, Selenite polycarbonate
lenses with T-Shell scratch
resistance, Foil anti-fog coatings
and 100 per cent UV protection.
The WX Valor will come with
smoke-grey lenses that interchange
with ease in the field, on the job or
in the great outdoors.
Both models are prescriptionready and include a hard case, strap
and cleaning cloth in addition to
a limited lifetime warranty against
manufacturing defects in materials
or workmanship. GTW
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Wiley X, of course, is the only premium adult sunglasses provider
whose entire tactical/hunting/shooting line of eyewear meets or
exceeds the most demanding impact tests in the world – military
ballistic impact standard MIL-PRF-32432 (GL).
Wiley X
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